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ON THE EXPONENTIAL STABILITY

OF LINEAR VISCOELASTICITY AND THERMOVISCOELASTICITY
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Abstract. The exponential stability of the semigroup associated with one-dimen-

sional linear viscoelastic and thermoviscoelastic equations with several types of

boundary conditions is proved for a class of kernel functions, including the weakly

singular kernels.

1. Introduction. We consider the following integro-partial dilferential equations:

r OO

uJx,t) = au Jx,t)~ g(s)uxx{x,t-s)ds-ycdx(x,t), (1.1)
J 0

et{x, t) = -yuxl(x, t) + 6xx(x, t) (1.2)

with the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ut(x,0) = ul(x), 6{x, O) = 0o(x), (1.3)

u(x, 0) - u(x, -s) — w0(x, s), s> 0 (1.4)

where u0 e H(\ (Q), v() e L2(Q),0q 6 L2(Q), w0 e L2{R+; g; H^{Q.)), Q :=

(0, n), and g(s) is a function satisfying the following conditions:

(gl) g:R+-R,g€C'(0,oo)nL'(0,oo),

(g2) g > 0, g\s) <0 for 5 e R+ ,

(g3) e — a - /0°° g(s) ds> 0 .

We denote by H'"(Q) the Sobolov space consisting of all functions for which up to

mth-order generalized derivatives are all in L2{Q), and //([ (fl) = {/ e h'(Q): /(0)

= /(%) = 0}. The "history space" L2(R+ ; g\ H[{) (Q)) consists of the //Q(Q)-valued

functions w on R+ := [0, oo) for which

2 f°° 2
\\W\\l2(S.+:= g(s)\\w\\H,(il)ds<00. (1.5)

J 0
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We first consider the Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions

u(i, t) = 6(i, t) = 0 for/ = 0,7r. (1.6)

The set of equations (1.1)—(1.2) is a model for torsional motion of a linear viscoelas-

tic rod of the Boltzmann type with thermal damping. The rod is assumed to have

uniform mass density and length n . Here u(x, t), 6{x, t) represents angular dis-

placement from equilibrium and temperature difference to the reference temperature

at position x and time t, respectively, y > 0, c > 0 are the thermo-mechanical

coupling coefficients, a > 0 is the instantaneous elastic modulus, a - /0°° g(s) ds is

the equilibrium elastic modulus. We refer the readers to Navaro's paper [Na] for a

detailed discussion and derivation of the general form of 3-D linear thermoviscoelas-

tic equations. The equations considered here are a simple 1-D version of Navaro's

equations when the dependence of Helmholtz free energy on temperature difference

history is neglected. Note that our g(s) is his -g'(s).

Navaro proved the asymptotic stability for the 3-D linear thermoviscoelastic equa-

tions. When applied to Eqs. (1.1)—(1.2), his results imply that the solution (u, 6) is
1 2

asymptotically stable in the space H0(Q) x L"(Q) if the kernel g(s) satisfies condi-

tions (g2), (g3), and

(gl') g e C'[0, oo), g, g' G L'(0, oo) .

In 1989, Liu [L] extended Navaro's result for the weaker conditions (gl)—(g3),

which allow g(s) to have a singularity at 5 = 0. After introducing the new variables

v{x, t) = ut(x, t), w(x, t, s) = u(x, t) - u(x, t - s), (1.7)

and setting z = (u, v , 6, w)T , Eqs. (1.1)-(1.2) can be written as an evolution equa-

tion

z{t) = z(t) (1.8)

on the Hilbert space H = H(j(Q) x L2(Q) x L2(Q) x L2(R+ ; g; f/('(Q)) := U x V x

0 x W, with the norm induced by the inner product

(z,z)fl = (u,u)u + {v,v)y + (6,6}e + {w,w)w

_ f°° _ (1.9)
= e(u , m ) + (v, v) + c(6, 6) + / g(s){w , w )ds,

Jo

so that the energy of (1.1)—(1.2) is given by

E{t) = ^ fe||«v||2 + ||w,||2 + c||0||2 + ^(5)||^v||2ds^J . (1.10)

? 2
Hereafter, (•, •} denotes the L inner product, and || • || denotes the L norm. The

operator j/ is defined as

(u\ ( v >

u = ™xx + /o°° S{s)wxx ds - ycdx
6 *"" ' a

\wj

euxx + fo S{s)wxx ds - ycd)

-yv + 6' X XX

V V~Ws J
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with

£U
= z e H

r OO >

+ / g(s)w(s)ds, 9 G /T(ft)n//'(Q), v e i/'(Q)
Jo

w(s)eHl(R+-,g-,H!)m,w(0) = 0

(1.12)
If we expect to achieve exponential decay of the energy, we must assume that g(j)

decays exponentially as s —> oo ; so we also require that

(g4) -g'(s) > $g{s) for s > 0 and some constant d > 0.

Remark 1.1. By Gronwell's inequality, condition (g4) implies that g(<51)£~(<5~'5|)i

> g(s) for s > <5, > 0. If we pick <5, < S, then g(s) decays exponentially for

s > (5, . Note that (g4) allows g(s) to have a singularity at 5 = 0. The order of the

singularity is less than 1 since g(s) is a positive L*(R+) function. For example, the

weakly singular kernel of the form

e~c*s

g{s) = c[~s?r, 0 < c2 < 1, c,, C3 > 0 (1.13)

satisfies (g4). This is a fractional derivative model modified by an exponential decay

factor. Fractional derivative models have been used successfully to fit experimental

complex modulus data for some real materials.

The main result in this paper is the following

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the kernel g(s) satisfies conditions (gl)-(g3). Then the

operator sf generates a c0 semigroup T(t) on the Hilbert space H. Moreover, if

g(s) also satisfies (g4), then T(t) is exponentially stable, i.e., there exist constants

M, ft > 0 such that

\\m\\^H,H)<Me-pt W>0. (1.14)

The proof of this theorem will be given in Sees. 2 and 3. In Sec. 4, other types of

boundary conditions will be discussed.

Concerning the exponential stability, to our knowledge, nothing was known in

the literature for the linear thermoviscoelastic system. However, significant progress

has been made recently on this issue for linear thermoelastic and linear viscoelastic

systems, which are the special cases of system (1.1)—(1.2). If g(s) = 0, (1.1)—(1.2)

become the thermoelastic equations

un(x, t) = auxx(x, t) - ycdx(x, t), (1.15)

6,{x, t) = -yuxt(x, t) + 0xx(x, t). (1.16)

If y — 0, (1.1)—(1.2) decouple to the linear viscoelastic equation

u (x,t) = au (x,t)~ g(s)uxx(x, / - s)ds (1.17)
J o

and the heat equation.

The thermoelastic energy of (1.15)—(1.16) is defined as

E{t) = jHlwJ2 + ||w,||2 + c||0||2). (1.18)
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In 1968, Dafermos in his pioneer work [Dal] proved that E{t) converges to zero
1 2

asymptotically if the initial state (m0 , v0 , d0) is in H0 (Q) x ZT(fl) x L"(Q) and u, 6

satisfy Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions. Since then, much progress has been

made to obtain the exponential decay rate of the energy for the system (1.15)—(1.16)

with y > 0 :

E(t) <Me~P'E{0), V/>0, (1.19)

In this direction, we refer to Slemrod [S], Hansen [H], Gibson et al [GRT] for the

cases when u and 6 satisfy the Dirichlet-Neumann or Neumann-Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions. We also refer to Rivera [R], Kim [K], Liu and Zheng [LZ] for the

case of the Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary condition. Notice that in [S] and [R], they

required that the initial data were in . However, this also leads to (1.19) using

the argument by Kim in [K]. Recently, Burns and the authors in [BLZ] proved the

exponential stability of the semigroup associated with system (1.15)—(1.16) subject

to the boundary conditions which are all the possible combinations of the following

type of boundary conditions at x = 0, n\

u = 0 ( u = 0 ( a — 0 ( (7 — 0
(i)

( w = 0 ( u = 0 ( a — 0 (<7 = 0
I , (iiW , (iiiW , (ivW (1.20)
\/9 = o v '\e=o v '\d = o v 10=o

where a = u -y 6 represents the stress. Thus the problem of the exponential stability

of the system (1.15)—(1.16) has been completely solved.

The energy of the viscoelastic equation (1.17) is defined as

E(t) = ^ (e\\ux\\2 + \\utf + J £(s)||u;J2«fc^ . (1.21)

In his paper [Da2], Dafermos proved that E{t) tends to zero asymptotically when
1 2

u satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions and u0 e H0(Sl), ul e L~(Q.), w0 e

L2{R+ ; g, //0'(fi)), and g(s) satisfies the conditions (gl'), (g2)-(g3), and is convex.

Later on, a similar result without the assumption of convexity was obtained in [Da3].

The first result giving an explicit rate at which E(t) decays to zero was proved by

Day [D] in 1980. Let

/OO

g{s)ds + a( oo). (L22)

Assume g(s) satisfies (gl)-(g3), and a(t) - a(oo) e L' (R+) and is log convex. Then

E(t) = o(t~l) as t —> oo if the initial data (w0)A. and («,)v are uniformly bounded.

It was shown by Desch and Miller [DM1] that, in the case where the kernel g(s)

satisfies conditions (gl'), (g2)-(g3), and decays exponentially, the solution u and

ut will also decay to zero exponentially at a rate no better than the kernel decays.

Note that the initial history was taken to be zero. The assumption of a finite g(0)

is rather restrictive since different constitutive laws, such as singular kernels and

fractional derivatives, have been proposed for viscoelastic solids.

As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we have the following results concerning the

exponential stability of the linear viscoelastic system (1.17).

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the kernel g(s) satisfies conditions (gl)-(g3). Then

the semigroup associated with system (1.17) is a cQ semigroup on the Hilbert space
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H - Hq (Q) x L2(Q) x L2(R+ g] Hq (Q)). Moreover, if g(s) also satisfies (g4), then

the semigroup is exponentially stable, i.e., (1.19) holds for E(t) defined by (1.18).

Remark 1.2. Hannsgen and Wheeler [HW1, HW2] obtained the decay rate of

the energy E(t) for the viscoelastic system (1.17). When applied to the case of

exponentially decaying kernels, their results also imply the exponential energy decay

rate. However, they require additional smoothness of the kernel g(s) and zero intial

history. We also refer the readers to the work of Fabiano and Ito [FI1, FI2], But

their results do not cover the exponential stability for the singular kernels. After this

paper was complete, we found a recent paper [FL] in which the authors obtained a

similar result to Theorem 1.2 using a completely different method.

As we have seen, the thermal damping due to the heat conduction can induce ex-

ponential energy decay for the pure elastic system. However, it is a different story

for the viscoelastic and thermoviscoelastic system. By the results in [DM1, DM2],

we cannot expect the exponential decay rate for the thermoviscoelastic energy unless

the kernel g(s) already decays exponentially. On the other hand, our results suggest

that when the viscoelastic energy decays exponentially, the corresponding thermovis-

coelastic energy also decays exponentially. We still don't know whether the additional

thermal damping will increase or decrease the stability margin.

The stabilizability of the viscoelastic system was investigated extensively in the

late 1980s (for example, see [DM1, DM2, HRW, La, Lei, Le2]). It is known that the

system is stabilizable only if the kernel g(s) decays exponentially. The stabilization is

better when g(s) is singular at 5 = 0. Furthermore, the abscissa of stability cannot

be moved an arbitrary amount to the left by applying distributed control, [DM1,

DM2]. When the system is subjected to dissipative boundary feedback, Lagnese [La]

and Leugering [Lei, Le2] obtained estimates of the decay rate of the energy in simple

linear viscoelastic systems (membranes, beams, and thin plates). They showed that

the energy decays at a polynomial rate if a(t) - a(oo) satisfies a moment condition,

and that it decays exponentially if the kernel decays exponentially. It is not clear

whether the boundary feedback actually increases the margin of stability. In 1990,

Hannsgen and Wheeler ([HW1], [HW2]) showed that in the case of zero initial history

one may obtain the same rate of energy decay without the boundary feedback; thus,

the decay is attributable to the internal viscoelastic damping.

2. Well-posedness. In this section we show the well-posedness of the evolution

equation (1.8). To do this we argue that the operator s/ satisfies the hypotheses

of a corollary of the Lumer-Phillips Theorem (see [Pa]) and hence generates a C0-

semigroup of contractions on H .

Lemma 2.1. s/ and its adjoint s/* are dissipative.

Proof. For every ze^(j/), we have

{s/z, z)H = (v,u)v + (euxx - ^ g(s)wxx(s)ds - ycdx, v

+ {-yvx + 6XX , 6)e + (v-ws, w)v- (2A'

= -c||0v||2 - (w,,w)

w

w
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Note that g(s)||«;x(s)||2, ^(5)||wsv||2 are both in Z.'(R+) since zef(i). There-

fore,

iim g{s)\\wx(5)||2 = 0 (2.2)
s—> oo A

and sg(s)||iy (s)||2 is bounded near s = 0. Furthermore,

lim£(s)||u;v(s)||2 = lin"
s—>0 s—>0

sg{s)
wis) 2

= 0. (2.3)
5

It follows from integrating by parts and (2.2)-(2.3) that

i r°° i
(w,.w)w—2j0 s'MM ds-

Since g(s) is nonincreasing, we obtain

. i r OO

(jfz,z)H = -c\\6x\\~ + 2j S (s)||ttfj"<fc < 0. (2.5)

By a straightforward computation we obtain

/ —v \

-£U,x-fo°° g(s)wxxds + ycdx
( U \

V

\wj

+rvx + »xx

g'(s)
-V + + W.

g(s) 5

(2.6)

and

z £ H

r OO

£u+ g(s)w(s) ds, 6 £ H~(£l) n Hq (Q), v e Hq (Q)
Jo

w(s) e Hl (R+ ; g; //0' (CI)), |£ L2(R+ -g-H^ (Q))

For any z e 3>(s?*) , we have

{sf'z, z)H = (-v , m)c, + euxx - g(s)wxx{s) ds + ycOx , v^j

(2.7)

+ {yvx + 0VV, 6)e + ( -v + ~lw + WS,W
g'(s),

g{s)

= ~C\\6J2 ~(j(^W+Ws>W

(2.8)

i I f°° i 1 i
~c\\0x\\ +2 Jq £(S)IKII <fc-J1iJ32*(s)"u,*(s)" -0-

Thus the dissipativeness of sf and sf* is proved.

Lemma 2.2. sf is closed.

Proof. Let zn = {un,vn, 6n, wn)T e 3f(s/). Suppose

Zn-^ z = (u,v,d,w)J (2.9)
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and

sn/zn -> {</), y/, £, hf (2.10)

in H. Then

in Hq (Q), (2.11)
/•OO

£K)w+/ S{s){wn)xXds-yc{en)x -+ y/ in l\Q) ,
Jo

(2.12)

■y(vn)x + (0n)xx-i in L2(Q), (2.13)

vn - (wn)s - h in L2(R+, g, Hq(Q.)). (2.14)

From (2.8) and (2.10) we have vn —> v in //0'(Q) and <p = v . Similarly, (2.8) and

(2.13) yield wn —»■ w in //' (R+ , g, (Q)), w(0) = 0 and h = v - ws. By (2.12)

and the inequality ||0V||2 < ||0||2||0VV||2, we obtain 6n —> 6 in //q(Q) n//2(Q) and

£ - -yvx + 6xx. Lastly, by (2.8) and (2.11), we have un —> u in //Q' (Q) n H2(Q)

and y/ = euxx + J0°° g(s)wxx ds - yc6x. Thus z e <&{$/) and stf z = {<f>, y/, £, h)T .

By Corollary 4.4 in [Pa], we have proved that j/ is the infinitesimal generator of

a C0-semigroup, T(t), of contractions on the Hilbert space H.

3. Exponential stability. In this section, we will prove the exponential stability of

the semigroup T(t). Our proof relies on the following characteristic condition [Hu,

Theorem 2', p. 51] for an exponentially stable C0-semigroup on Hilbert space H.

Theorem 3.1. A C0-semigroup T(t) = ew on Hilbert space H is exponentially

stable if and only if

sup{ReA; X e o(s/)} < 0 (3.1)

and

sup IP-j/r'll =K< +00 (3.2)
ReA>0

hold. Here a(s/) stands for the spectrum of s/ .

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use the contradiction argument. Suppose the conclusion

is not true. Then by Theorem 3.1 one of (3.1) and (3.2) must fail to hold.

Consider first the case when (3.2) fails to hold. Then there exist a sequence of

Xn g C and a sequence of hn e c H with ReAn >0 and \\hn\\H = 1 such

that (as n —> +oo)

lim \\{X I - s/)h \\H = 0, (3.3)
n—k-v~i " " "

which is equivalent to

n n

Xnh[2) - eD2h{nl) + J™ gD2h(*] ds + ycDh{? - 0 in V, (3.5)

Kh? + yDh(n2) - D2h(n3) -» 0 me, (3.6)

+ (3-7)

*X"-Ai2)->0 in U, (3.4)
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It follows that

Re((A„/ - sf)hn, hn)H = ReAJ/zjJ, - Re{sfh , hn)H

= Rex.„ + \\D.jiir\r - x i xism^wlds^o. (3'8)
i r00

1, + ll°X3V - 2 I

Each term in (3.8) tends to zero since they are all nonnegative. By Poincare's in-

equality and condition (g4), we obtain

llOle> Whn]h- — °- (3-9)
Thus

iiCii^ + iiOi*-»1- (3-io)
On the other hand, from (3.4) and Poincare's inequality, we know that Anh^] - hl^]

also converges to zero in L2. Thus

^(^1)>O-II^2)IIk-0- (3-11)

From (3.5) we have
r OO

' hl!]) + \\hn]\\2v - / S{Dh(;], Dh{nl))ds + yc{Dh[;3), h\]]) -> 0. (3.12)
Jo

It is easy to see that the last term in (3.12) converges to zero.

Since

(1)1A
/* OO r OO

\ g(Dh(*] ,Dh\l])ds < f g\\Dh^\\-\\Dh^
IJ 0 J 0

roo

<p>OhiOU g(s)ds^ 0,
Jo

(3.13)

(3.12) becomes

+ (3-14)

Adding the complex conjugate of (3.11) to (3.14) we get

2ReA,;</*;,2), h™) + ||0\l - -> 0. (3.15)

Therefore, it follows from (3.10) and (3.15) and ReA;j —> 0 that

11*%-5. W^X - (3.16)

Now we claim |AJ > S > 0 for all n. Otherwise, from (3.4), h^] —> 0 in JJ (at

least a subsequence), so does in V . A contradiction.

Dividing (3.4) by Xn and applying (3.16) yields

(2) 2

-4 (3.17)
u

A

The rest of the proof is to show that (3.17) is a contradiction. We rewrite (3.7) as

/,(2) 1

i{n4) - -f- + TDsh{n4) - 0 in W. (3.18)
n n
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Under the conditions imposed on g{s), we claim that s2g'(s) € L^^). This is

because
r OO rOO

- s~g'{s)ds = 2 sg(s)ds< oo, (3.19)
Jo Jo

where we have used the facts that the order of the singularity of g(s) at s — 0 is less

than one, and g(s) decays exponentially for large 5. By (g4), we see that 5 g(s) is

also in L1 (R+). Then we can easily check that sh^ jkn e W. Now, taking the inner

product of (3.18) with sh{2)/An in W and using (3.17) yields

i'-f). Dh(2)

X.

r°° i r°° / h\
sgds + j-J^ sg^Dsh^], -J-J ds ̂  0.(3.20)

It is clear from (3.9) and (3.17) that the first term in (3.20) converges to zero. To

estimate the third term in (3.20), we integrate by parts to get

C" {D-h-' • ht)H = ~!?s' {h-' ■ ht)H, *" C* (h•¥),.*•

(3.21)
then estimate each term on the right-hand side of (3.21),

i0 Sg'(^h"4)' ^ ~ So

~s2gdS) '{fQ ~g'^Dhn)^dS

Dh(2)

A

Dhn

ds

(2)1
(3.22)

K
ds

<(/ gWDh^fds)''■ (Tgch'1'
Dh„(2)

0.

(3.23)
Thus the third term of (3.20) also converges to zero. Now the second term of (3.20)

must converge to zero. This contradicts (3.17). Now we prove that (3.1) also holds.

Because T{t) is a C0 semigroup of contractions, p(s/) contains the set {A|ReA>

0}. For any a e [0, Jrr] and co € R, we have2K

( 1 X
(a-iw-sf) 1 = f ̂  + iw -

1 W 1
O 4~ ~7~T? 1 -TT7 + IW4K V 4K

3.24)

Thus,

sup{ReA;A6(T(j/)}<--^-. (3.25)
4a

The proof of the theorem is completed. □

Remark 3.1. Throughout the proof of Theorem 1.1, we only used the first and

fourth row of the evolution equation (1.8) to get a contradiction. Therefore, it also
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works for the viscoelastic equation (1.17) by letting y = 0 and deleting the heat

equation. Thus Theorem 1.2 is proved.

4. Other boundary conditions. In this section, we discuss the exponential energy

decay of system (1.1)—(1.4) with other types of boundary conditions. The method

used in the last section can be easily modified to handle these cases.

(1). We first consider the cases that both ends of the rod are rigidly clamped.

Then, m(0, t) — u(n, t) = 0. We have discussed the case when both ends are kept

at constant temperature. If one end is insulated, i.e,. 0(0, t) = 0, 9x(n, t) = 0,

the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be carried on without changes except that the domain

of s/ should be modified to fit the boundary conditions. However, if both ends of

the rod are insulated, then the equilibrium of the temperature is a constant. Certain

modifications of our proof are necessary. Note that, by integrating (1.2) with respect

to * from zero to n, and taking the boundary conditions of u into account,

I 9dx = [ (9 + yux)dx [ {90 + y(u0)x)dxd= c, (4.1)
Jo J 0 Jo

for all t. Thus we let 0new = 9 - cjn . For simplicity of notation, we still denote

0new by 8 so that we again have system (1.1)—(1.4). The new state space is

H = l^z e U x V xQx W \ 9dx = oj (4.2)

and the domain of s/ is modified according to the boundary conditions. By applying

Poincare's inequality to 9 subject to the constraint 9 dx = 0 and condition (g4),

we still obtain (3.5). Then we can proceed as before to complete the proof.

(2). Secondly, suppose only one end (say, x — 0) of the rod is rigidly clamped,

and the other end is free. Then
rOO

u{0, t) = au {n , /) - / g(s)ux(n , / - s) ds - yc8(n , /) = 0. (4.3)
Jo

If 0(x , t) = 0 holds at least at one end of the rod, we will take the state space to be

H = Hl(D.) x L2(Q) x L2(Q) x L2(R+ ; g; HL{Q)) (4.4)

where HL (Q) = {/ e H\Q.) : /(0) = 0}. The domain of sf should also be modified

to fit the boundary conditions. Then carry on the proof as before. If both ends of

the rod are insulated, we can again substitute the variable 6 by 9 - cjn as in part

(1).
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